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Are Toastmaster’s benefits under valued? 

Why this article is of value to Quality Professionals? 

Communication and Leadership traits are vital skills for any individual to be successful in today’s 
world. Quality Professionals are no exception. As quality professionals, we all have accumulated 
abundant knowledge over the course of our careers but for us to succeed, we need to 
communicate with peers, leadership team, team members either to train, to submit proposal or 
to communicate on a process improvement effort planned ahead or even just to share that 
knowledge with relevant audiences we need to also work on our presentation skills, learn how 
to connect with the audience in effective ways than we are today. From my experience with 
Toastmasters, I found that toastmasters program is really helpful to upgrade these vita skills for 
us. That’s reason, I am sharing the following article so that every quality professions (not 
exposed to Toastmasters) can benefit and be in a better position to showcase their expertise 
and become thought leaders in their domain/industries in few years ahead.  

Introduction: 

Benefits of being a Toastmaster is mainly perceived as improving public speaking 
skills (including evaluation skills) as well as leadership skills which by itself is of immense value 
in the world today. However, there are a number of associated benefits which are undervalued 
and underrepresented. These attributes if added to the above, makes a complete person ready 
to make a mark in the world. You can identify a Toastmaster from a crowd after just listening to 
him/her for a few minutes. Yes, he/she must be a Toastmaster! 

The intent of this article is to highlight some of the major benefits from my five years of 
association with Toastmasters in Vancouver. These are indicated in subsequent paragraphs. 

 

Time Management:  

Time wasted is time lost! Time is very precious! Without any investment by us, it is replenished 
every 24 hours free of cost. But, most of the time, we wish we had more time to achieve want 
we want to achieve. Let us now see how we in Toastmaster clubs meetings manage the time. 
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The obsession with starting and managing each speaker as per plan will even make an Army 
General feeling surprised! For those uninitiated, there is a role for a timer for every meeting 
and he/she monitors every move in the meeting and does report at the end on what he/she 
found and where things need to be improved. All speakers dread this evaluation by Timer. The 
timer watches the stop watch (yes every club has a stop watch besides the smart phones) like a 
Hawk. This forces us members to learn lessons in time management. After a few years, you 
realize that you are now fit to join the Armed Forces with this new skill acquired - discipline. 

 

Listening skills:  

Most of us often mistaken that great communication skills is synonymous with speaking but 
know that it is untrue. It is reported that around 90% of time, a project manager is 
communicating! But just imagine if he/she was only speaking 90% of the time? After a while 
there would be no one in the team! The key component of communication is listening which is 
often forgotten. In any Toastmaster’s meeting listening skills are very well emphasized. Every 
member listens (not hears), assimilates, analyzes what could be improved and finally presents 
findings at the end through evaluation notes to the speaker. It is that simple! 

Attention to Detail:  

The structure and format and routine of a Toastmaster club meeting can be intimidating to a 
potential member or a guest at times! The Chair has to plan the event in great detail. There is a 
printed document - program/agenda by the minute shared with everyone prior to meeting. 
Everything is sliced and diced and timed to a minute (often even seconds). All members present 
know in advance who the speakers are (except for Table topic speakers). The pre-identified 
evaluators liaise with speakers beforehand and prepare for their evaluation roles. The general 
evaluators, Table Topic Master, Table Topic Evaluator, The Toastmaster etc. all pay special 
attention. One must see one of the meetings to appreciate this attention to detail attribute 
being developed in its members. Particularly one must watch from a distance (not being part of 
the show) how events say a competition is organized, what preparation goes behind the scenes 
and how they unfold in perfect sequence. Everyone knows what to do. The standard 
format/sequence of every move is pre-written and understood. This skill develops in us 
unknowingly and without additional efforts and pays rich dividends in our work environment. 
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Innovation & Creativity:  

Many clubs go through the “Highs” & “Lows” on membership. I am saying this despite our club 
having 32 members at one point of time in the past. So how do we handle these fluctuations of 
membership in our clubs? Without a steady stream of members, it becomes difficult to plan 
ahead and assign tasks in advance; else we are bound to have surprises during the meeting or 
some of us will have to wear multiple hats assigned after arrival.  

Despite above, every meeting can be made fun, have variety to engage by resorting to creative 
ways such as video presentations replayed from International Champions for previous years, 
Halloween costumes, summer games, potluck, celebrating important festivals for member’s 
native country, wine for toasts…….anything our imagination can take us! This ensures members 
are engaged and it also attracts new members. 

Develop values of respect, fairness and equality:  

These values are obvious to any Toastmaster member who has been a member for one year or 
so (I am assuming has attended say 70-80% of the weekly meetings). The committee ensures 
that everyone is given equal opportunity. In fact new members are given preference for table 
topics speeches which are impromptu (no one knows the topic to speak even one minute 
before the speech!). Every member is treated as equal. Disrespect, unfairness, favoritism is a 
taboo and a strict no no. These attributes teach us invaluable lessons which we carry in our 
work lives as well as in our personal lives, for which we are immensely thankful to Toastmasters 
for having provided us with the structure and the platform to “grow & learn” together. 

Raising Self-esteem:  

All of us definitely agree that this aspect is very important for our personal development. The 
worst thing other than death is having a low self-esteem! In our club level meetings, we are like 
‘Cheer leaders” for the speakers. We always encourage, provide a safe heaven and encourage 
every speaker.  Clapping is so common to the extent being “obsessive”. Every effort is made by 
the committee to encourage the new members or potential members to speak, take their first 
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(unwilling) steps to the podium. This is in addition to breaking the ice in first session and making 
them feel wanted and comfortable when they arrive. This is better seen if you take a snap of a 
potential member on his/her first day and 12 months later. It will be so obvious! 

This attracts the members who look forward to their next meeting. They are able to see their 
own personal transformation in a few years. They come out of the cocoon of being a 
shy/introvert sitting in one corner to a vivacious, can talk on anything with stride after just 
twelve months! 

Diversity:  

If an outsider just scans the members in any club level meeting, he/she will see people from a 
dozen countries (native), people of all ages, ethnicity, background etc. Many of them are recent 
immigrants peppered with 3-4 generation local speakers. This itself is bound to raise the self-
esteem of the new members. In our club, we had members from 18 years to 65 years. It is 
never too late to improve or learn! Canada prides itself and thrives on diversity. We get 
different views, perceptions, from people from so many countries of origin that very few 
institutions like Toastmasters can provide. It is priceless. 

Congenial and Friendly Atmosphere:  

Most of the Toastmaster clubs despite the perception of being regimented do provide a very 
friendly atmosphere, a welcoming atmosphere. Anyone working in a company knows that 
productivity and engagement is greatly enhanced if there is a congenial working atmosphere. 
We (TM committee members) welcome guests, potential members and new members, spend 
eye ball time with them, provide mentoring help, conduct sessions in a relaxed time (ours 
was/is 7-9 pm every Thursday after work). 

Crisis Management:  

I do not think there is any club in our district in BC (we had 145 clubs then) where there has not 
been any crisis. Roles not filled in, members not showing up, venue not available or cancelled in 
the last minute, event Chair is stuck at work, some key members busy on a late release, TV not 
working for a prepared speech, the list goes on. The members always step up at the nick of 
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time, wear multiple hats and get back to business as if it was business as usual. There is no 
scene created and rarely the event is cancelled.  We review the situation, take a deep breath, 
and get back to work. The meeting is completed as per agenda without any fire hoses drawn! 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

Toastmasters is a great playground for improving both communication and leadership skills- 
there is no doubt in that.  Even if one considers himself or herself a great communicator or 
Leader, one still can benefit from the diversity and the methodical approach of TM. If nothing 
else, he/she can give back to the society their expertise in both skills and help fellow members 
by being their mentors. As they say learning never stops. One can still benefit from the stories, 
styles, experience from other members. 

This is also a great starting point for new immigrants who are highly qualified in their own fields 
to but can polish their soft skills in an affordable way through the Toastmasters clubs available 
within 5 km of our residence/work area. 

In addition to the above stated benefits, Toastmaster experience also brings in its wake many 
other benefits as indicated above.  

So what are you waiting for? Experience it yourself. You will never regret your decision. 

 

Santosh Mishra, ACB, ACL 

Past President of PMI Toastmasters Club, Burnaby, Canada 

 

 

 

 

 


